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Best Expression of Place Identity 
Through Design

The city of Eindhoven is a city of design and we have respected design 
institutions like Design Academy Eindhoven and Philips Design as 
strongholds. Every year we celebrate our Dutch Design Week attracting 
over 300 international journalists to our city. The place marketing 
program for Eindhoven aims to raise our awareness for international 
design and tech talent, raise self-esteem of our inhabitants, create 
economic value and make our society future proof. 

We started a video campaign titled #Sharethevibe where our city 
brand is used by creative talent in the city to show off their capabilities, 
promoted on city marketing media channels and on our inner city 
video screens using ‘Share the vibe’ as our social media campaign title. 
The videos celebrate our design and tech heroes. To be presented 
online, on social media and in town on outdoor media screens. 

The Eindhoven brand is a symbol of energy. The ‘vibes’ from the brand 
logo are free for every person in Eindhoven to invest their energy in 
and we invited our image makers have to give the brand a face. To 
Share the Vibe! 

The image makers involved are not just any old Eindhoven residents. 
They are unconventional players with world-class names. Eindhoven 
is not about hierarchy - it is the city of the collective, of sharing and 
enriching, which is why various image makers have contributed to their 
city’s brand. They are proud to be a part of Eindhoven, and that makes 
Eindhoven proud of them. 

The strategy is based on earned media and (inter)national media 
attention via a large audience online and in public space on vertical and 
horizontal outdoor media screens in Eindhoven city centre. 

The #sharethevibe videos are created by the design community of 
Eindhoven and the format is simple: 36.5 seconds – partly in fun 
as the citymarketing organization is called Eindhoven365 –and the 
video needs to start with the maker and end with #sharethevibe in the 
Eindhoven typeface. 

With every new Share The Vibe video a launch campaign starts to 
promote the new image maker aka city talent and push the content 
to our own channels online and on social media. In town on all 25 
Citybeacons (55 inch dual screen info points) and on the big screens in 
city centre the videos are shown on a high repetition level, enhancing 
the image of Eindhoven to our visitors and residents, enforcing our 
single brand strategy with the vibe sign and creating massive response 
on social media through the year using the hashtag #sharethevibe. 

For the Eindhoven creative community the video has become a great 
challenge to participate in. 16 videos have been created and they are 
visible all over town in digital media and online through social media 
offering global distribution channels. One of the most spectacular 
projects is Blickfanger where a movie is created about the mobility 
team of Eindhoven University that started a challenge to go around the 
globe in 80 days on a self developed and built electric motor called 
‘Storm Eindhoven’. The team succeeded in this incredible challenge 
and even did a unique drag race with their Storm Eindhoven motor 
against a helicopter. 
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